SPECIAL REPORT

FIVE-STAR CARRIERS

FIVE-STAR
Brokers told IBC which companies are scoring top marks
and where carriers can improve their service
FOR THE third year in a row, Insurance Business Canada surveyed
hundreds of brokers across the country to find out what they expect of
their carrier partners, how well carriers have met those expectations
over the past year and how they can do better in the year ahead.
Brokers were asked to rate their carriers on 10 different aspects of
their service on a scale from 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent). Their responses
indicate that carriers have been through a rather challenging year. While
17 carriers achieved five-star status by scoring an average of 8 or greater
in at least one category, that’s quite a drop from the 21 carriers that
received the honour in 2017. In addition, only three carriers earned the

right to be named an All-Star Carrier by receiving five-star rankings in
all 10 categories, compared to the six that made the list last year.
Carrier performance dipped slightly in a number of categories this
year. Commitment to the broker distribution channel took the biggest
hit, dropping half a point compared to last year’s score, possibly due to
carriers’ moves to grow their consumer-direct channels. However, carriers
were still able to boost their performance in terms of their claims
processing services and the range of products they offer, and they were
consistent with 2017 in terms of quick quotes and reputation and financial
stability. Read on to find out exactly what brokers had to say.

HOW HAS CARRIER PERFORMANCE CHANGED OVER THE YEARS?
Overall, carrier performance has slightly declined, particularly when it comes to carriers’ tech capabilities and their commitment to the broker distribution channel. Two
categories – range of products and claims processing – did see slight improvements compared to last year. Meanwhile, when it comes to reputation and financial stability
and quick quotes, carrier performance remained the same as in 2017.
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WHAT ARE BROKERS LOOKING FOR IN A
CARRIER?
Brokers were asked to select the three most important things they look for in
a carrier partner. Their top priorities – competitive rates, range of products and
underwriting expertise – remained consistent from last year, although the last one
experienced a marked jump in importance. Significantly less important to brokers
this year were carriers’ claims processing and tech capabilities.
Competitive rates
2018: 71%
2017: 70%

HOW WELL DID CARRIERS PERFORM
ON AVERAGE IN EACH CATEGORY?
Reputation and financial stability 8.09

Range of products 7.56

Underwriting expertise 7.44

Underwriting expertise
2018: 64%
2017: 56%

Commitment to the broker distribution channel 7.13

Range of products offered
2018: 40%
2017: 40%

Claims processing 7.06

Claims processing
2018: 34%
2017: 45%

Quick quotes 7.02

Quick quotes
2018: 34%
2017: 28%

Competitive rates 6.99

Reputation and financial stability
2018: 28%
2017: 25%

Technology and automation

Technology and automation 6.71

2018: 15%
2017: 20%

Marketing support

Education and training 6.70

2018: 4%
2017: 6%

Education and training

Marketing support 6.43

2018: 3%
2017: 2%
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FIVE-STAR CARRIERS

WHICH CARRIERS EARNED FIVE-STAR RATINGS?

CARRIER

Reputation
and financial
stability

Range of
products

Underwriting
expertise

Commitment
to the broker
channel

Claims
processing

Quick
quotes

Competitive
rates

Technology
and
automation

Education
and training

Marketing
support

Allianz
Aviva
Chubb
CNA
Economical Insurance
Gore Mutual Insurance
Intact Insurance
Liberty International Underwriters Canada
Northbridge Insurance
Portage Mutual Insurance
RSA
SGI Canada
Sovereign General Insurance Company
Trisura Guarantee Insurance Company
Wawanesa Insurance
Wynward Insurance Group
Zurich Canada
Denotes All-Star Carrier
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REPUTATION AND FINANCIAL STABILITY

RANGE OF PRODUCTS

Carrier performance 8.09

Carrier performance 7.56

FIVE-STAR CARRIERS
Allianz
Chubb

FIVE-STAR CARRIERS
Sovereign General
Insurance Company

Aviva
Chubb

Intact Insurance

Trisura Guarantee
Insurance Company

Liberty International
Underwriters Canada

Wawanesa Mutual
Insurance

Northbridge Insurance

Wynward Insurance Group

Sovereign General Insurance Company

Portage Mutual Insurance

Zurich Canada

Trisura Guarantee Insurance Company

SGI Canada

As they did last year, carriers received the highest marks from brokers
for their reputation and financial stability, which is especially reassuring
when brokers are faced with a volatile market. Reputation and financial
stability remain a leading criteria for brokers when choosing a carrier,
even if they’re not as vital as top-of-mind categories such as rates and
underwriting expertise.
As a couple of respondents noted, reputation is all about how
carriers “walk the talk” and ensure “solid growth over the years [and]
no nasty surprises.” One broker remarked about a carrier: “They are
very aware of their reputation and take many steps to ensure that they
are well respected.” Others delved a little deeper, pointing to the

Economical Insurance
Liberty International Underwriters Canada
Portage Mutual Insurance

Wynward Insurance Group

Partnering with a carrier that has a wide arsenal of products is one the
top priorities for brokers – as it should be. A broker’s ability to offer
clients the coverage and products they need is critical to maintaining
business. This is also carriers’ most improved category: Average performance climbed 0.3 points compared to last year, and eight out of 17
carriers earned a five-star rating.
Brokers’ feedback almost exclusively fell into two camps: those who
loved their carriers’ product offerings and those who were less than
impressed. “Innovative and progressive, [with] new, more broad
wordings” and “good range of risk appetite” were among the comments
from brokers who were pleased with the products available to them.
Meanwhile, those who felt their carriers were lacking options complained
about the “limited scope of products” and called on their carriers to
“expand your appetite.”
Brokers didn’t hold back in their suggestions for products they’d like

Reputation is all about how
carriers “walk the talk” and ensure
WHAT BROKERS WANT
“solid growth over the years with
no nasty surprises”
“Broadening of risk appetite”
underlying factors that support a carrier’s reputation: “Tough underwriting guidelines ensure financial stability,” one respondent matterof-factly put it, while another emphasized the value of prompt service
in maintaining a stellar reputation.
And the reverse holds true for the carriers whose performance
wasn’t up to snuff. One broker called out his carrier for “poor policy
service and poor underwriter response time,” while a couple of others
mentioned poor claims service as the reason for their low marks. One
respondent described his carrier as having “strong marketing and
brand recognition,” but said they need to “live up to their marketing
message.” That gets to the heart of what reputation and stability are
about: ensuring consistency and long-term sustainability.
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“[With] small business they are
fantastic – bring that culture to
mid-market”
to see, mentioning commercial farm, flood, umbrella, broader
construction coverage, more products for US-based clients and
commercial auto. That last one in particular came up several times
among brokers who were specifically seeking more options for their
hauler and transportation clients.
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COMMITMENT TO THE BROKER
DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL
Carrier performance 7.13

FIVE-STAR CARRIERS
FIVE-STAR CARRIERS

Chubb

SGI Canada

Liberty International
Underwriters Canada

Sovereign General
Insurance Company

Chubb

Northbridge Insurance

Trisura Guarantee
Insurance Company

Liberty International
Underwriters Canada

Wynward Insurance Group

Northbridge Insurance

Portage Mutual Insurance
RSA

Gore Mutual Insurance

Portage Mutual Insurance
Although carriers’ performance in underwriting expertise dipped slightly
compared to last year, this category still ranked among the top three in
terms of both performance and importance.
For the outstanding performers, brokers were quick to commend
the underwriting staff as “one of the best” and “well trained” with “good
knowledge and good personal skills.” As one broker described, underwriting expertise really comes down to the details and fine print: “I like
to read policy wordings and find their staff are able to explain intent
and provide good examples.”
There were others who felt their carriers had “some good
WHAT BROKERS WANT

“We need more user-friendly
communication [from
underwriters] so that we can
provide timely and concise
updates to the applicant”
knowledgeable [underwriting] staff,” but not quite enough of them to
meet the demand. In other cases, the quality of underwriting is also
linked to turnover. One reader who gave his carrier top marks in this
area mentioned that “there is very little turnover in staff at [the company],
so you are usually speaking with the same person for years.”
For the carriers that received low marks, brokers’ feedback revealed
a lack of consistency – underwriters having different answers to the
same question, for example. Another broker observed that underwriting
service also depends on the carrier’s technological capacity, saying “[They
have a] great team, but they could fix the auto underwriting in the
portal.” However, this aspect can be tricky to navigate, as there are still
brokers who prefer good traditional underwriting and are wary of
carriers “relying too much on technology to solve everything.”

Sovereign General
Insurance Company
Trisura Guarantee
Insurance Company
Wawanesa Insurance
Wynward Insurance Group

SGI Canada
The growing trend of carriers taking their business direct to consumers
has been a looming concern for many brokers. Compared to 2017, it
seems brokers are noticing more activities from their carriers in the
direct-to-consumer arena. Just 10 carriers earned a five-star ranking for
their commitment to the broker channel – two fewer than last year – and
the average score fell 0.5 points, the most significant drop this year.
“[They use] the same brand for direct and broker business – not a
big issue for me, but it has other brokers upset,” wrote one broker, who
was clearly in the minority, as the majority of feedback signalled growing
distrust in brokers’ partnership with carriers.
“Don’t like the direct writer direction they have” and “drop the direct
arm of the company” were among the responses from dissatisfied
brokers; others elaborated further on why they gave their carriers poor
marks in this category. “They continue to say they support the broker,
but then they allow their direct subsidiaries to get away with stuff the
broker cannot,” said one angry broker, who added: “Hard to promise
commitment to the broker channel when they have a direct market
that is less expensive.”
WHAT BROKERS WANT

“Support the channel that made
you. If you market affinity
programs, make sure that brokers
have access, or just don’t do it”
But there is a silver lining. While there’s no doubt that most brokers
are frustrated with their carriers’ direct business, some carriers are
clearly committed to their broker partners: “Probably the top insurer
when it comes to being committed to the broker channel” and “strong
supporters” were two of the very few positive responses.
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Carrier performance 7.06
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A lot hinges on the claims process – many clients evaluate their brokers’
and carriers’ service on this aspect alone, which is why it remains one
of the top qualities brokers seek in their carriers. So it’s heartening to
note that claims processing was one of two areas where carrier
performance improved. Many brokers offered encouraging reviews of
their carriers’ claims service, offering feedback such as “very responsive
and willing to work with us on setting clients’ expectations” and “fast
and efficient; [they] took care of everything.”
For the most part, carriers’ claims services are meeting expectations,
but brokers did acknowledge that there’s always room to improve.
“Primarily prompt on claims; however, there are times when they drop
the ball,” one respondent said. Another commended his carrier’s efforts
to enhance the claims process, saying, “Some customers have
complained about the claims handling, but I have seen an improvement
in this area.” Another broker noted, however, that it can be difficult to
judge a carrier’s claims service as a whole, because the claims experience

Several brokers expressed
dissatisfaction specifically
about their carriers’ inability to
provide a timely response on
catastrophe claims
and efficiency often depends on the adjuster assigned to the case.
One class of business that brokers find to be the most challenging
when it comes to claims is catastrophe – several brokers expressed
dissatisfaction specifically about their carriers’ inability to provide a
timely response on catastrophe claims. “At times [claims] are very
good, but very little extra capacity for weather events until the ‘cat
team’ is called in, which takes weeks,” one respondent noted.
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Trisura Guarantee Insurance Company
Wynward Insurance Group

The quoting process is crucial when it comes to securing new business,
but brokers weren’t that pleased with their carriers’ quoting capabilities.
Respondents provided mixed to negative reviews on quoting, and only
seven carriers earned a five-star rating in this category.
Some brokers indicated that quote turnaround times can vary
considerably, depending on the line of business: “Usually quick
turnaround on small business; no better than anyone else on mid-market
and up quotes,” one respondent said of his carrier. Another described
his carrier’s quoting as “unreliable,” adding: “They seem very enthused
in some areas, while in other areas they show zero interest.” A few
brokers remarked that a carrier’s business agenda has the potential to

A few brokers remarked that
a carrier’s business agenda has
the potential to impact quoting:
“Quoting is very fast when they
decide they want the business and
slower when they do not”
impact quoting in a negative way: “Quoting is very fast when they
decide they want the business and slower when they do not,” one
respondent observed.
But certain carriers do provide a smooth quoting experience. Praise
from brokers included comments like “response time amongst the best”
and “quicker turnaround on quotes and renewals.” Others noted that
while their carriers’ quote times weren’t as quick as they would like,
carriers are usually willing to be accommodating in instances where
quick quotes are essential.
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The competitive rates category experienced a notable decline from last
year in terms of carrier performance, falling from an average score of
7.40 in 2017 to 6.99 this year. Carriers’ shortcomings in this area were
particularly disheartening to brokers, 71% of whom named competitive
rates as their most important criteria when choosing a carrier.
Sustainability, or the lack thereof, was the hot topic among brokers,
who are universally frustrated with carriers’ rate swings. “Rate increases
across the board” and “some classes are just not competitive” were among
the comments from dissatisfied brokers. Others felt carriers need to be
savvier about offering more competitive prices to renewal clients and
when considering rate discounts for prospective clients. “Rate reductions
are used by producers to prospect accounts,” one broker said. “This is
not going to change, but be mindful of who you drop rates for.”
Some brokers did voice satisfaction about their carriers’ competitive
prices, but also mentioned that those rates are not maintained across

Sustainability, or the lack thereof,
was the hot topic among brokers,
who are universally frustrated
with carriers’ rate swings
all lines of business. One respondent described his carrier as “historically
competitive” but said there’s growing concern over increased auto rates,
which appears to be a trend. Another broker noted that personal lines
coverage is becoming more a challenge for clients as carriers increase
home and auto rates across the board. That said, several brokers praised
their carriers for attempting to be competitive if and when they can:
“Always willing to take another look to offer the best rates possible,” said
one respondent.
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Although carriers are making strides in their technology offerings,
overall performance in technology and automation has declined since
2017 – falling from an average score of 7.14 to 6.71 – suggesting that
brokers are still not 100% pleased with carriers’ tech advancements.
In fact, just five carriers garnered a five-star rating for their technology
offerings, the least out of all categories, and a slight drop from the
seven carriers that earned the accolade last year.
With the exception of one broker who said his insurer still insists
on delivering policies on paper, most brokers are generally pleased
with the technological capabilities offered by their carriers – a couple
WHAT BROKERS WANT

“It would be helpful to have
online access to wordings”
“Continue to develop automation
and invest in technology”
described their carriers’ offerings as “progressive and innovative” and
“very modernized and easy to use.”
And many brokers reported that while their carriers’ tech capabilities are still lagging, they’re at least making strides toward improvement.
“Despite the new system slowing things down, I think they are going
in the right direction,” said one broker, whose sentiment was echoed
by others who reported that their carriers are “working hard to
catch up.”
However, it’s clear that there’s still more carriers can do in this area
– particularly when it comes to e-document capabilities. A few brokers
mentioned the need for downloadable documents, instead of documents
that can only be accessed online, as well as the ability to make online
policy revisions.
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While brokers don’t find education and training to be a top priority – a
mere 3% selected education and training as a key aspect they consider
when choosing a carrier partner – many agree on the benefit of receiving
relevant information on a regular basis from their carrier partners. They
also agreed that carriers could put in more effort in this area, giving
them an overall average score of 6.70 – down just slightly from last
year’s 6.76 – and awarding five-star ratings to only six carriers.

“They provide seminars that are
not really relevant” and “they
don’t teach enough of what
brokers want; most training is
what they think brokers want”
were two of the top complaints
about carriers’ training offerings
“They provide seminars that are not really relevant” and “they don’t
teach enough of what brokers want; most training is what they think
brokers want” were two of the top complaints about carriers’ training
offerings. A couple brokers observed that while they appreciate the
education their carriers provide, they feel some of that effort should be
focused internally to better train underwriters and staff.
Yet there are carriers that do provide quality training. Many brokers
commended the “excellent” and “thorough” online training and
information available for their use. “I’ve had the opportunity to attend
training at their office, which was educational and well managed,” one
respondent praised. To greater support broker education, many
respondents suggested carriers offer RIBO credits with their training
courses and webinars.

As in previous years, marketing support is where carrier performance
struggled the most. Carriers earned an average score of 6.43 in this area,
down slightly from 2017’s score of 6.45. The good news is that it’s not
a priority for brokers, either – just 4% marked it as a top quality they
consider when choosing a carrier.
A significant number of brokers were surprised to learn that carriers
even offer marketing support, implying that some carriers are doing a
poor job at making this resource available and known. The brokers who
do use the marketing resources available, however, were generally not

Several brokers reported that
their carriers focus more on
marketing their direct channels
than offering marketing
assistance to brokers
impressed. “Good collateral materials; however, not always Canadian
content,” one respondent said. “There is a need to improve this area by
communicating with key brokers at specific brokerages to get feedback,”
suggested another.
Tying into brokers’ dissatisfaction with carriers’ commitment to their
channel, several reported that their carriers focus more on marketing
their direct channels than offering marketing assistance to brokers.
That lack of commitment also comes through in the partnership between
brokers and some carriers’ marketing reps. “Never hear anything from
our marketing rep” and “broker visits are not being done” were a few
of the comments accompanying poor scores for carriers in this area.
Carriers aren’t falling behind in this area across the board, however.
“They provide great resources,” one broker said of his carrier. “In addition
to being informative for brokers, the materials are also excellent pieces
to share with clients.”
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